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Abstract: Although the study of environmental change has long been of academic interest, 
the effects of change have become a much more pressing concern in the past few decades 
due to the often disruptive effect of human expansion and innovation. Researchers from 
many fields contribute to understanding our footprint on the natural world, problems we 
cause, and strategies we can employ to protect key species and ecosystems. Unfortunately, 
environmental change and its consequences are often studied without an awareness of the 
inherent attributes of the changes. As a result, the relevance of new advances in this field 
may be easily missed or misunderstood, and existing knowledge is not optimally applied. 
In this paper, we aim to facilitate the multi-disciplinary comparison of studies on 
environmental change, by offering a meta-level perspective on the process of change from 
the point of view of the individual animal. We propose an inclusive definition of change 
that can be applied across contexts, in which we take our understanding of ―change‖ from 
an event to an interaction between a physical occurrence and an individual’s state. 
Furthermore, we discuss key event- and individual-based attributes of change, their 
relevance in today’s changing world, and how they relate to animals’ available 
behavioural, physiological and cross-generational responses. We hope that by uncovering 
the underlying fundamental (or structure) of change, fellow scientists may better share their 
experience and knowledge gained from years of studying individual species and situations.  
Keywords: environmental change; adaptation; behavioural plasticity, tolerance, state 
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Environmental change is a naturally occurring phenomenon, extensively studied by scientists for 
decades [1]. In many ecosystems, the environment changes with the seasons every year. Earthquakes, 
floods, fires, and similar geological or meteorological disturbances affect the adaptive landscape, as 
well. As a result, individual animals are continuously forced to cope with rapid fluctuations in 
temperature [2], precipitation [3], light availability [4], food sources [5,6], predation pressures [6], and 
habitat structure [7]. In fact, animals in natural populations are rarely, if ever, exposed to environments 
that are truly constant for any period of time. Over evolutionary time, many different behavioural and 
physiological mechanisms have evolved that allow animals to cope with and adapt to natural 
environmental fluctuations. For example, mechanisms like moult [8] and migration [5] allow many 
species to deal with annually predictable changes in their environment. Similarly, animals adjust their 
foraging behaviour, mate choice, parental effort or even the environment itself in order to adapt to their 
surroundings [9]. Animal regulatory systems are generally effective and versatile enough that animals 
can accommodate the mundane level of variability experienced within a lifetime [10].  
This leaves scientists with the following questions: To what extent can animals still respond 
adequately when the level of variability within a lifetime increases, or annual events become less 
predictable? When does manageable change become unmanageable change, and how can we predict 
when environmental change will push species to extinction? Where are our conservation efforts  
best spent? 
Recently, mainly due to concerns about the impact of our human influence on the environment [11–14], 
studying such questions about animals’ ability to cope with change has become very popular in the 
scientific community. Both in content and in volume, studies on environmental change have exceeded 
the reach of previous studies done on seasonal and geological variations. We now have journals 
focussing exclusively on global change and the effects it has on us and our ecosystems (e.g., Global 
Environmental Change, Climate Research and Global Change Biology),and  others that research 
strategies to better protect our environment (e.g., Environmental Management, Natural Hazards and 
Environmental Science and Policy), in addition to special issues like this one focussing exclusively on 
adaptation and extinction. Many of these journals study change across large and complex contexts, 
often entire ecosystems, or even the global climate system. This is a complicated mission, and it is no 
surprise that most of these journals strongly advocate an integration between different scientific fields 
in order to pool their knowledge and understanding of fundamental natural processes [9,15].  
Where scientists from many different backgrounds meet, it is especially important to be clear in our 
language and concepts [16]. Currently, many papers detail adaptive responses to a particular 
environmental change, without a clear framework of what exactly is meant with change, which 
relevant elements in the environment of their species of interest are changing, how fast, or to what 
extent. Change is most carefully defined in the field of climate change, in which case the definition 
generally serves as a guide to researchers as to which environmental changes to consider ―climate 
change‖ and which to consider natural fluctuations [17]. The lack of structure in our understanding of 
what comprises change limits our ability to estimate the various natural and human-induced forces that 
exert pressures on animals, and makes it difficult to analyse the many different interactions between 
such forces. It also causes unnecessary confusion, for instance, when papers seemingly discuss a 
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similar topic, but are working on different aspects of change. Finally, it constrains our ability to predict 
animal adaptive behaviours in response to environmental change.  
In this paper, we suggest that in order to understand and predict animals’ adaptive response to 
change, a clearer understanding of change and its attributes is fundamental. We formulate a practical 
definition that can be applied across fields, and propose a conceptual framework that allows us to 
distinguish between event- and individual-related attributes of change, estimate which are key 
influences in each situation, and predict which type of adaptive response will be likely. In this paper, 
in-depth discussion of concepts and theories has occasionally been sacrificed in favour of the broad 
focus needed for a meta-level framework that transcends specialised scientific niches.  
We are clearly not the first to attempt to categorise different types of environmental change.  
Turner et al. [18] differentiated between changes that happen on a global level vs. those happening on 
a regional level. Hendry et al. [13] described how the abruptness and anthropogenic origin of a change 
affects the plastic response of animals. Sih et al. [9] approached the matter by listing five different 
types of human-induced rapid environmental change: habitat loss, the spread of exotic species, 
harvesting by humans, various pollutants and climate change, while mentioning that spatial scale, 
rapidity and evolutionary novelty contribute to making environmental change a complex and  
multi-dimensional process. The important difference between previous approaches and the framework 
proposed in this paper is that we distinguish different types of change based on the fundamental way in 
which events affect individual animals, and as such on the underlying principles of chance. Rather than 
defining change by its results, this allows us to study the results of change from its principal 
components. Although attributes of change that concern the individual animal, such as magnitude [10] and 
scale [18] of the change (see Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 respectively), have been studied many times in 
the past, an inclusive framework has thus far been missing.  
2. Defining the Process of Change 
There are many definitions of ―change,‖ and reviewing them would fall outside the scope of this 
paper. To most scientists, the process of change is mainly, if not exclusively interesting because of the 
response it incites in natural systems. This response is first given on the level of an individual entity [19], 
before causing more complicated and interactive patterns [20,21], whether the response be an animal’s 
maladaptive breeding strategy, a population’s struggle with habitat fragmentation, a species’ 
extinction, or an ecosystem’s decline. It is by taking the individual and its state at the moment of the 
event into the equation that we will gain a better framework from which to consider, manage and 
ultimately predict animals’ (mal)adaptive responses to change [22].  
For that reason, we offer the following definition: “Change is a process, consisting of specific 
attributes, in which an event affects an individual’s position in relation to its physical or social 
surroundings in a way that differs from the established situation”. With this definition, we take our 
understanding of ―change‖ from an event to an interaction between a physical occurrence and an 
individual’s state. 
Although for practical reasons, most scientists will be particularly interested in radical, rapid or 
novel change [9], it will be useful to also include well-known changes like seasonality and habitat 
fragmentation when considering the process of change. Regular, predictable changes operate on a 
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fundamentally similar level as radical or novel changes, with the distinction that for the latter, one or 
more attributes of change have extreme values and have fallen outside the individual’s ability to 
respond adaptively. As animals’ responses to seasonality and other common environmental changes are 
generally well studied, non-radical change will serve as a model to better understand the interactions 
between event and individual in more radical environmental changes, and provide insight as to which 
attribute of change endangered species are struggling with. Therefore, our definition of ―change‖ is 
intentionally wide. It includes many currently relevant situations, ranging from the impact of 
agricultural practices, to epigenetic effects on complex behavioural traits, up to and including social 
attitudes and life history decisions. Situations like hormone balances and changes inside the 
individual’s body are not included in this definition, as it falls below our level of study: the individual 
and its surroundings. 
Before we can apply this definition to our understanding of the process of chance, it requires 
boundaries as to which time span we are considering, and which scale. When exactly does ―change‖ 
begin? When does it stop? Many natural processes are gradual and fluctuating, without clear-cut start 
and end points. The gradual increase of the planet’s average temperature may affect ecosystems in the 
long run, but to a small animal with a lifespan of three months, a single cold winter will be much more 
devastating [23]. From our definition as stated above, it logically follows that the temporal boundary 
has to be the individual’s lifetime—if an individual’s surroundings have not changed from a previous 
situation within that individual’s life, from their perspective, nothing has changed. Similarly, the spatial 
boundary should be the individual’s habitat.  
3. Unravelling Attributes of Change 
When we consider change as a process in which an event affects an individual, we can identify 
attributes—traits that go with every change—that contribute to the type and severity of the response an 
individual gives, when an event in their environment forces them to adapt. Below, we consider nine 
key attributes of change, within which we make a distinction between: (1) event-related attributes, and 
(2) individual-related attributes. All attributes are defined in relation to previous environmental conditions 
and act on the level of the individual, within the lifetime and habitat of the individual. Table 1 gives a 
simple overview of the nine attributes, and illustrates with three examples how detailing these 
attributes allows us to see the fundamental differences between types of environmental change. 
We would like to stress that our purpose in presenting this new perspective on the process of change 
is not to quantify different attributes and assign values to levels of change, but rather to qualify 
relevant areas of comparison. In doing so, we aim to facilitate multi-disciplinary communication, and 
to begin discussing the process of change on a more fundamental and mechanistic level than has so far 
been the case. In this way, we will be able to better predict, explain and interpret the response of our 
individuals of interest, as discussed in Section 4 and Table 2 of this paper.  
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Table 1. Nine attributes of change; with an example of three types of environmental 
change on Californian song birds (Passeriformes). This example shows how detailing the 
event- and individual-related attributes of change can bring clarity into the adaptive 








Event-related attributes    
Onset Does the event come on rapidly or gradually? rapid gradual gradual 
Duration Is the event a temporary occurrence or a lasting 
influence? 
temporary lasting lasting 
Magnitude What is the strength of the event? great great small 
Scale Does the event affect a large portion of the territory? yes no yes 
Novelty Has the event occurred often in the individual’s past? yes no yes 
Individual-related attributes   
Perception Can the individual perceive the event? yes yes no 
Predictability Is the individual capable of predicting the event? no yes some 
Tolerance Does the event fall within the individual's tolerance 
levels? 
no yes yes 
Selective 
direction 
Does the event call for a response in the same 
direction as the individual is moving towards? 
no yes no 
Table 2. An overview of several behavioural, physical and generational adaptive responses 
available to individuals when faced with environmental change, and suggestions for event 
and individual attributes that are predictive and counter-predictive of these responses. 
Level Mechanism Response Predictive attributes Counter-predictive 
attributes 
   Event Individual Event Individual 
Behavioural 
Relocation 
Individuals (temporarily) relocate 










Individuals flexibly use distinct 






















Individuals change their 













Juveniles adjust life history 











Individuals adjust physiological 










Mothers affect offspring 











Individuals adjust reproductive 
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3.1. Event-Related Attributes  
Event-related attributes describe the nature of environmental circumstances that affect an 
individual. We consider three attributes that are often studied in other publications (onset, scale and 
novelty [9] and two that are relevant but are often overlooked (duration and magnitude).  
3.1.1. Onset 
Sometimes change happens slowly, in very gradual intervals over a long period of time. An 
example of this is the rising of the sea level [27]. In other cases, change happens rapidly, from one day 
to the next, or sometimes even from one hour to the next. Although slow environmental changes can 
have significant long-term effects on ecosystems, events with a rapid onset are more difficult for an 
individual to deal with, as it provides little time for animals to respond adaptively. Especially when 
considering an animals’ ability to respond to rapid onset, it is important to examine timescales relative 
to the lifespan of the individual. For example, if a habitat gets fragmented over a span of thousands of 
years through plate tectonics, animals will experience much less ecological difficulty than if the habitat 
becomes fragmented in a few months’ time by the construction of a highway. Many studies consider 
rapid change over several decades, which offer important insight into the adaptation of ecosystems [28] 
but neglect to appraise the environmental stressors affecting the individual. Rapid onset is often 
(though not solely) the case with human-induced events [9], and at the moment, provides one of the 
greatest threats to animal and ecosystem conservation. Rapid environmental change has been linked to 
population extinction [29], especially in species already pressured by other selective forces, or when 
combined with human-induced change [9]. 
3.1.2. Duration 
Next to onset, a relevant event-related attribute is the duration of the event, its permanence. If an 
event only influences an individual for a very short time, such as a very loud noise, a response might 
not be required to avoid fitness costs. In other cases, a temporary response is often adaptive—for 
example hiding in a cave on a day of extremely high temperatures or migrating in winter [30]. If the 
event influences the individual for a longer time period, a more structural response to the new 
circumstance is often necessary, as for example happens when animals moult during winter [8], or go 
into hibernation. Unless the event will continue to influence the environment for a significant part of 
the individual’s lifespan, however, there is little payoff to such an adaptation becoming permanent. 
Although some events (see Section 3.2.3. Tolerance) need to be responded to immediately regardless 
of their duration, not all environmental events are of this nature, and as such, the duration of an event 
becomes an important aspect when understanding and predicting animals’ adaptive response.  
3.1.3. Magnitude 
Although the magnitude (also called severity, amplitude, or extremity) of an event is undeniably 
relevant to an animal’s response—and clearly a more extreme event, such as a 10-degree increase in 
temperature in spring, has a greater and more immediate effect than a minor event, such as a  
0.1-degree increase in temperature in spring—it is difficult to describe how the magnitude of an event 
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affects an individual. The reason is that the magnitude of any event is tightly linked to the tolerance 
level of the individual (see Section 3.2.3. Individual-Related Attributes). Perhaps the most functional 
way to define the magnitude of an event is ―amplitude relative to the range of values the individual is 
likely to encounter in its normal environment,‖ mirroring the World Meteorological Organisation’s 
approach of a climatic normal [31]. Practically, this would translate into looking at ratios between the 
magnitude of the event of interest compared to the average magnitude the individual experienced over 
its lifetime. Clearly defining magnitude is especially useful in multi-disciplinary scientific communication, 
where events with a large magnitude—and, by extension, animals’ response to them—often get 
confused with events with a large scale (see Section 3.1.4) or a great novelty (see Section 3.1.5).  
3.1.4. Scale 
Even with the previously mentioned attributes being equal, an individual will respond to a  
large-scale event like a volcano eruption differently than to a small-scale event like a camp fire, and it 
will even respond differently to changes on a global scale [1]. More than the other event-related 
attributes, how we consider scale in each situation is highly relative to the size of the individual and 
especially its habitat, as its habitat affects its immediate survival, as well as future foraging ability, 
mate availability, and predation pressures [32]. For example, to a small ground-dwelling beetle, a large 
camp fire may represent a nearly identical event as a forest fire. Whereas this adds a measure of 
subjectivity to the concept, it also prevents us from accidentally considering scale from a human 
perspective, and only labelling events as ―large scale‖ when they are such to us. The larger the scale of 
an event, relative to the individual’s habitat, the higher the chance that trophic interactions between the 
individual and its predators and prey are also affected [33].  
3.1.5. Novelty 
Perhaps the most radical changes that animals have to cope with is the introduction of novel events 
that individuals have no experience with in their evolutionary history, and so they have no  
pre-programmed response to the event, or even  a personal and thus learned response to it. Novelty in 
this context is defined as novel to the individual within its lifetime. Most commonly, animals respond 
to unfamiliar situations first and foremost with a stress response [34,35]. Novelty is especially 
interesting in cases where the event requires a specific adaptation that cannot be covered with a 
standard response. Oil spills are a good example. Other events with high novelty are the artificial noise 
levels in cities, which especially vocal animals such as birds are forced to adapt to [36]. Most events with 
high novelty, unsurprisingly, are human-induced.  
3.2. Individual-Related Attributes  
Individuals may respond to similar changes in their environment in different ways [37]. An event 
may be completely novel, affect a large scale and have a very immediate onset, such as the 
deforestation of a natural area for commercial projects. However, if the individual is not dependent on 
the circumstance that is changing, or if it falls well within tolerance levels (say, the individual has a 
huge habitat, which this area is only a small part of), it will not experience much of a change in its 
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environment. How heavily an individual is impacted by an event happening in its surroundings and 
how it is likely to respond depend largely on the state and history of the individual. The shape of the 
vulnerability of an individual to environmental change depends on the individual-related attributes of 
change [37]. We consider four attributes that depend on the individual rather than on the event: 
perception, prediction, tolerance and direction.  
3.2.1. Perception 
Individuals need to perceive changes (in rainfall, predation pressure, daylight, habitat size or 
otherwise) on some level in order to respond to a change, whether that perception be conscious or 
instinctive [38]. Animals have many sensors that give them vital information about their surroundings, 
most of which are processed directly by the autonomic nervous system, which gives a very fast and 
coordinated response that aims to minimise the net cost to the individual [39]. Through a multitude of 
cues, including chemical [40] or auditory cues [41,42] animals track their environment to find partners, 
food, or natural enemies. In order to track their environment effectively, individuals need to invest 
time into monitoring their surroundings, and they must do so thoroughly enough that they do not miss 
any relevant events. Even a lag in tracking a changing environment [43] may be costly to an 
individual. If an individual fails to perceive an environmental event, misperceives or mistranslates it, 
their response will be mismatched or non-existent. Human-induced pollution of air, water or the 
chemical environment, can distort the cues that animals rely on, and in doing so limit individuals’ 
ability to respond effectively [40,41]. For example, fish responses to chemical alarm cues, which elicit 
anti-predator behaviour in conspecifics, are affected by both light levels and visibility in the water [44].  
3.2.2. Prediction 
Although the debate whether animals use prospective cognition (future-thinking) to predict events is 
still ongoing [45], most animals can, to a certain degree, predict reoccurring events in their 
surroundings and how these events are going to impact them, through a long evolutionary history of 
adaptation and through processes of learning earlier in life. A clear example is the winter migration of 
certain bird species, which is tuned to ecological conditions [46]. In addition to predicting a recurring 
event like seasonality [4], individuals may use environmental cues to predict the duration of an event, 
or the quality of a habitat, which allows them to respond adaptively, often even before the event  
occurs [47]. When these predictions are no longer accurate, due to shifts in food peaks or changes in 
weather patterns, the behaviours that were adaptive during many species’ evolutionary history can 
become a problem [33,48]. In addition, animals’ inability to predict events increases their stress 
response, and as such lowers their overall health [49]. Since predictability of environmental events is 
limited not only to the frequency and regularity of the events, but also to the cognitive abilities and 
experience of the individual, prediction affects whether and how an individual might respond, and as 
such can be considered a relevant attribute of the process of change.  
  




Not all environmental factors are equally important to an individual. For an animal that forages on 
multiple prey, the loss of a prey species that constitutes only a small percentage of their energy intake 
will not affect them as strongly as losing their main food group. Tolerance, which is closely related to 
the well-studied concept of vulnerability [17,50,51], can be defined as ―the capacity of enduring or 
resisting the action.‖ It indicates how much physical or social stress the individual can withstand 
before suffering serious consequences, what its biological limits are, and at which point responding to 
an event becomes urgent for survival. Separate from other attributes of change, this concept has been 
the focus of much practical as well as theoretical work [52]. While an individual’s specific tolerance to 
withstand an environmental event depends on their physiology and life history, it is to be expected that 
animals will be especially dependent on basic needs such as food supply, temperature, and safety. 
Tolerance levels are not fixed for each individual, but rather depend on the individual’s state, and can 
be increased through various adaptive responses (see Section 4). Tolerance is an important attribute, 
especially when studying species who already live near their physiological limits and as such lack 
adaptive capacity [2,53].  
3.2.4. Selective Direction 
Direction considers to what extent the individual is capable of responding to the event, both 
evolutionary and mechanistically, in the face of other selective forces and environmental demands that 
currently affect it, and to what extent such forces prevent the individual from responding to the event 
most optimally. If environmental change occurs in too many dimensions simultaneously, it cannot be 
tracked by adaptation. Although the selective direction of an individual experiencing environmental 
change is often overlooked, this attribute can explain why individuals do not respond to changes as 
expected based on existing theory. A beautiful example concerns British butterflies, whose populations 
were found to decline when faced with climate warming, despite expectations that they would do well, 
due to dual selective forces of habitat modification and climate warming [54]. Since it requires some 
understanding of other selective pressures working on the individual, selective direction of the event is 
often difficult to measure concretely. As environmental pressures are changeable in their own right, an 
individual’s selective direction can best be considered similar in principle to an individual’s state (such 
as level of hunger): it is the adaptive direction the individual is moving towards due to its 
environmental conditions. If the event requires the individual to move in a direction opposite to other 
selective forces it experiences, it will suffer negative fitness consequences—either it adapts badly to 
the new event, or it runs into problems with other selective forces. By focussing outside the costs and 
benefits of a phenotype in only a single dimension, we may prevent the likelihood of phenotype-
environment mismatches [55], and avoid mistakes in predicting to what extent an individual is pushed 
to respond to environmental events [56]. An example is the effect of increase in spring temperature on 
certain migratory bird species: while the increase in itself falls easily within the birds’ tolerance levels, 
it pushes them to arrive at their breeding grounds earlier, which affects food availability, breeding 
conditions and nestling survival [57].  
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3.3. Interactions  
The nine attributes as described above are distinct forces that can be separately estimated and 
studied. However, it is the interaction within and between event- and individual-related attributes that 
characterise the impact a change in environment will have on an individual, and how the individual is 
likely to respond. Table 1 illustrates at the hand of three examples how considering the attributes of 
change and the interactions between them make a forest fire, urban noise, and climate change 
fundamentally different changes to a Californian song bird. It shows that, especially as far as 
individual-related attributes are concerned, a forest fire and urban noise represent fundamentally 
different events. The similarity in magnitude and perception is expected, since events with greater 
magnitude with regards to an individual are generally easier to perceive by them. Table 1 also shows 
that perhaps one of the bigger problems with climate change is the fact that animals cannot clearly 
perceive it, which in interaction with its lasting duration results in adaptive difficulty. 
Some specific event properties and individual properties seem inherently linked. Environmental 
effects that have either a rapid onset or a high novelty will likely be difficult to predict, although there 
will be exceptions. Individuals who are not very dependent on an environmental circumstance may 
have a high tolerance to its changing, but the opposite is not necessarily true. In certain cases, even if 
an event happens for a very short time interval, the effect on an individual may be vast: a good 
example again are oil spills. Finally, there are cases where one attribute overrides other attributes. If an 
individual has a very low tolerance for change in an environmental factor, such as a chemical spill, it 
will respond regardless of magnitude, duration, scale or novelty of the event. 
From this framework, we can distil some general attributes which are especially of concern to 
animal adaptation. The most vulnerable individuals will be those faced with an interplay of attributes. 
It is no surprise that adaptation becomes more difficult when multiple event attributes exert adaptive 
pressure on an individual, as we already referred to in the individual attribute. ―selective direction.‖ 
Synergistic feedbacks, in which simultaneous actions of separate processes have a greater effect than 
the sum of its effects, may make species extremely vulnerable to environmental events [37] (reviewed 
in [58]). Many human-induced changes to the environment fall into this category [59,60], as they tend 
to have both a rapid onset, a high amount of evolutionary novelty and affect a large scale. Please see 
the forest, urban noise and climate change examples from Table 1.  
4. Consequences for the Adaptive Response 
When considering the sheer amount of events that happen in an animal’s life on a daily basis, it 
becomes clear that individuals need to prioritise which events to respond to, in what manner, and to 
what extent. A long research history has shown that there are a select number of strategies animals use 
when confronted with a changing environment [7,14,15,39,52,61–65], all of which come with their 
own costs and advantages. The extent to which such strategies are available and/or adaptive to 
individual animals depends first of all on its species’ characteristics and its particular evolutionary 
constraints, and, secondly, on the event and individual attributes of the change.  
In the following section, we consider how individual and event attributes affect key animal 
responses to change on a behavioural, physiological and generational level. Behavioural responses 
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involve evading or mediating unfavourable conditions; physiological responses involve dealing with 
the environment by adjusting morphologically and generational responses involve direct effects on the 
next generation through the offspring [66]. It is clearly possible for multiple adaptive responses to be 
employed at the same time [65]. We emphasise that an animal’s response to a particular situation will 
most often not be a conscious choice, but rather an unconscious instinctual or hardwired response 
motivated by internal processes. As such, conscious awareness (or perception) of the environmental 
circumstance is equally not required in order to respond to environmental situations. We discuss the 
adaptive value of such choices, conscious or otherwise, in relation to the event and individual attributes 
of change as detailed above. Table 2 gives a brief overview of these key adaptive responses, and the 
extent to which they may be predicted by event and individual attributes.  
4.1. Behavioural Responses  
Behaviour mediates interactions between an individual and its environment [9,14]. An individual’s 
immediate success or failure in a modified environment is determined by its behaviour, and so it is no 
surprise that changing one’s behaviour is often the fastest, least costly and most effective way to 
respond. In addition to being adaptive, short-term, flexible behavioural responses can provide species 
with more time to develop physiological and evolutionary adaptations [14]. As behavioural responses 
depend on the genetically determined reaction norms [67], individuals are limited in the behavioural 
mechanisms available by their species evolutionary history.  
4.1.1. Relocation 
Individuals may avoid events in their environment entirely, and relocate, either temporarily through 
migration, or permanently through dispersal. Migrating animals move directionally, undistracted by 
resources that would usually halt it, with distinct departing and arriving behaviours [68]. Many bird 
species migrate sometimes across continents, in order to breed at food-abundant sites, and then winter 
in warmer locations [69]. Dispersing animals move from their original habitat and settle in a different 
location with more favourable circumstances, without returning [70]. Although empirical tests of the 
adaptive value of different dispersal strategies are rare [71], dispersal followed by reproductive 
isolation with the source population is well known as a speciation [72].  
Relocation is not possible when migration routes are cut off, or the individual lacks sufficient 
mobility. When the current location is very profitable or when individuals have a high fidelity to their 
territory [73], relocation is less likely to occur. Aside from species-specific characteristics, the costs 
and benefits of relocation are generally determined by the scale of the event [74]. When individuals do 
relocate, other adaptive strategies often follow, as the new location rarely has all the same conditions 
as the old. Relocation as an adaptive strategy is especially useful with events with a rapid onset [30] or 
great magnitude, or with individuals with a very low tolerance. For many animal species, relocation 
has been made more difficult by habitat fragmentation [75] and changes in predictability of yearly 
events [33]. As such, conservationists may opt for translocation of endangered species. However, 
translocation failure is common [70], and success stories are rare [76].  
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4.1.2. Conditional Strategies 
Conditional strategies is a term for a set of canalised behaviours, through which animals of a 
particular species do A in situation 1, and B in situation 2, or do either A or B in any given situation. A 
classical example involves Sinervo’s lizards [77], where males have three strategies available to them, 
which they may use depending on the situation. Conditional behaviours can be hardwired in the 
genetics, and do not require any level of plasticity on the side of the individual. Through the use of 
conditional strategies, often evolved over many generations, animals can give specific behavioural 
responses depending on their physiological or social status or the environmental cues they perceive [78]. 
This allows them to remain relatively flexible, while still displaying canalised behaviours that are 
targeted to the situation at hand [79]. With this type of response, the behavioural strategies are already 
part of the individual’s genetic coding, and by extension of their social dynamics. This makes the use 
of conditional strategies very effective with predictable fluctuations in environmental conditions, even 
if these have a large magnitude, yet cause trouble in cases where the individual cannot accurately 
perceive the environmental cues they rely on.  
4.1.3. Behavioural Plasticity 
Unlike conditional strategies, behavioural plasticity is generally not hardwired. At the individual 
level, (phenol-typic) plasticity is usually quantified by the degree to which the same genotype may 
give rise to different phenotypes under different conditions. As animals use environmental cues to 
respond with adjustable behaviours not pre-determined by their evolutionary past [80], behavioural 
plasticity allows for a more tailored response to the current circumstances the animal is experiencing. 
For example, shore birds adjust the size of their gizzard (stomach) in response to the shell-to-flesh ratio 
of their bivalve prey [81]. It has often been studied hand in hand with behavioural syndromes as a 
method for individuals to respond more flexibly [82]. However, plasticity also comes at a general cost 
while its benefits are often small and frequency dependent [83]. The usefulness of behavioural 
plasticity to individuals is especially dependent on accurate perception of environmental cues, as 
making an inappropriate choice, or not responding fast enough, can potentially lead to death [80]. 
Although in itself, behavioural plasticity is neither adaptive nor maladaptive [56], it is one perhaps the 
mechanism that allows for the most flexibility and adaptive freedom when faced with circumstances 
that individuals have never encountered before, as it has been shown to allow for a short-term 
adjustment to novel environments [84]. 
4.1.4. Ecosystem Engineering 
Individuals of some species have the ability to change their environment, rather than (just) change 
themselves: they are ecosystem engineers. Clear examples are termite mounds [85], a bird species 
called the European bee-eater [86], and, of course, our own human species. Ecosystem engineers may 
affect surrounding animal species, as well as entire ecosystems [87]. This response, while useful in 
response to events with a slow onset and long duration, will be difficult to sustain when events happen 
rapidly, last only shortly, or have a large magnitude.  
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4.2. Physiological Responses  
In changing environments, modifying the physical body can be an effective and relatively fast 
adaptive response, which can be done permanently through developmental plasticity [88], by, for 
example, increasing growth rate as juveniles to escape predation [38] or temporarily, like we know 
from a chameleon changing its colours [89] and from birds going into moult [8]. We will discuss both 
physiological responses below.  
4.2.1. Developmental Plasticity 
In many species, juveniles, or sometimes even embryos, adjust their physiological development to 
the environment they were born into [90]. For example, the young of certain species of lizard [91] and 
bird [90] use environmental cues to time their hatching date and even size to favourable circumstances. 
Developmental plasticity can lead to a better match between adult phenotype and the selective 
environment [92,93], especially in cases where environmental conditions during ontogeny match those 
later in life. Through developmental plasticity, young animals may change their tolerance levels to 
unfavourable environmental conditions, sometimes at the cost of other traits.  
4.2.2. Morphological Plasticity 
Morphological plasticity is the phenomenon of a genotype producing different phenotypes in 
response to different environmental conditions [56,94]. It is similar to behavioural plasticity, yet tends 
to involve longer-term modifications (lasting for an entire season, or a lifetime). Physiological 
responses can be remarkably fast [13,95]. For example, shore birds adjust the size of their gizzard in 
response to the shell-to-flesh ratio of their bivalve prey [81]. Physiological responses can be especially 
useful when the event’s magnitude is large enough that a strictly behavioural response would be 
inadequate, when the event is predictable and when the event happens across a very large scale. 
Morphological plasticity can cause populations to persist in the face of environmental change, and 
reduce the strength of selection [96,97].  
4.3. Generational Responses  
As the scope of this paper is limited to individual-level responses, we consider generational 
responses only to the extent where individuals, passively or actively, affect the generation after them. 
By understanding the individuals’ response to change, we can also better estimate how the next 
generation will be affected. Generational responses in this context include any adaptive response given 
by the individual that carries across the individual’s lifespan to its offspring, thereby allowing 
adaptation to happen over much longer timescales. In species where there are no overlapping 
generations, the young will either perceive their environment early in life and adapt accordingly, or be 
affected by hormonal influences from the previous generation as early as during conception, or both. 
The first is a case of developmental plasticity, and all the literature concerning developmental 
plasticity applies most prominently. The second is a case of maternal effects, as detailed in the section 
below. Generational responses can be adaptive when events have a sufficiently long duration, and 
when selective pressures of the event do not conflict with pressures exerted by other evolutionary 
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forces. While generational responses to human-induced environmental change are possible and do 
happen [98], they often do not work effectively or fast enough to avoid species extinction [2].  
4.3.1. Maternal Effects 
Maternal effects can be defined many ways, but most commonly are considered as the direct effect 
of a mothers’ phenotype on that of her offspring [99]. Often, hormonal or nutritional effects get passed 
down passively to the next generation based on the mother’s state during gestation [100]. As a result, 
effects are not by default adaptive, and can even be counter-adaptive when environments change 
strongly within the individual’s lifespan [101,102]. However, maternal effects can also be a powerful 
source of cross-generational adaptation to a predictable environment [100,103], capable of tracking the 
environment better and faster than genetic adaptation [104]. For example, maternal manipulation of 
vitamin E in egg yolk increases arrival times in bird migration [98]. Maternal effects are often studied 
in relation to the individual-attribute prediction [105,106]. When the individual cannot accurately 
predict the environment their offspring will experience, mothers may increase within-clutch variation 
in offspring phenotype (bet-hedge) [105]. It is possible for maternal effects to facilitate phenotypic 
evolution, although it is still unclear under which circumstances this is likely to be the case [107].  
4.3.2. Conditional Reproduction  
Conditional reproduction in this context refers to reproductive strategies used by animals when 
faced with changing environments. Although reproductive success is how biologists measure fitness, 
reproducing can be very costly to individuals. Depending on the species, reproduction can involve an 
investment of resources, an investment in sexual displays, time spent searching for a suitable mate 
and/or fighting for access to a mate, and parental investment in the resulting offspring. As a result, 
individuals across many species of animal opt not to reproduce in difficult years, or reproduce much 
fewer offspring. Similarly, they may choose to reproduce much later in life, which can have  
far-reaching effects on population demographics. In species where there is active mate choice, females 
confronted with a changed environment may choose males who are doing better under the new 
circumstances, or instead may be confused by suddenly mismatched sexual signals [108]. In this way, 
conditional reproduction is a way for individuals to pass on better genes to the next generation. 
Conditional reproduction is a precursor to natural selection.  
4.3.3. Natural Selection 
The ability of evolutionary processes to keep up with the rapidity and wide scale of human-induced 
change has been a concern to scientists from many different fields [63]. Whereas natural selection does 
not fit directly into this framework—as it is not an individual-level response but rather a natural 
process in its own right—for completion, we discuss briefly how the responses described above may 
interface with natural selection processes. In addition to small population size, slow reproduction [10], 
a high degree of habitat specialisation, and high edge sensitivity [12], genetic adaptation may be 
limited by lifespan, as long-living species tend to be faced with many more environmental changes 
within a lifespan than short-living species. With an increased number of events comes also the risk that 
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the events the individual experiences work in different selective directions, making especially genetic 
adaptation even more unlikely. Although there are cases in which evolutionary adaptation can be rapid [2], 
rapidity in such cases still involves many generations. Given this, we should expect to see more 
generational responses in short-living species, and more behavioural and physiological responses in 
longer-living species. 
5. Practical Applications 
In this paper, we offered a conceptual framework from which to consider the process of 
environmental change and the individual’s ability to adapt to it, with the purpose to facilitate  
multi-disciplinary communication, to begin discussing the process of change on a more fundamental 
and mechanistic level, and to better predict, explain and interpret the response of our individuals of 
interest, as discussed in Section 4 and Table 2 of this paper. We will discuss practical applications for 
each of these aims separately.  
5.1. Facilitating Communication 
A vast number of papers are being published yearly on the topic of environmental change and its 
related areas (extinction, resilience, adaptive ability, global warming), by researchers from a wide 
variety of fields. As most of us specialise in a scientific niche, and often with a very specific model 
species, the full scope of these innovations and new empirical evidence can be difficult to oversee. 
When papers detail the attributes of change under review, finding relevant material and relating it to 
one’s own studies becomes easy. Even when papers do not specifically state event and individual 
attributes of change, but clearly describe the focal type of change, the content of such papers can still 
be placed within this framework, and as such related to similar studies.  
By characterising the attributes of change in a paper, one can quickly see the fundamental 
differences between two similar-looking papers, and choose the one most specific to one’s interest. An 
article starting with ―Adaptation to a sudden extreme change in environment […] is analysed‖ [62] is 
addressing both event attributes of rapid onset and high magnitude, while an article whose opening line 
is ―This article addresses the nature and challenge of adaptation in the context of global climate 
change‖ is instead considering events with a more gradual onset, a long duration, and a relatively 
small magnitude [109]. While both articles on the surface seem to be deal with adaptation to  
human-induced events, a closer study of the attributes they focus on show that they are studying very 
different changes, and as such will be dealing with very different adaptive responses.  
5.2. Clearer Analysis of Change 
When studying the adaptive ability of animals to a certain expected change, it is often necessary to 
first make a characterization of the initial state of the focal system, including assessment of genetic 
diversity, trait plasticity, system functions, etc. With the use of event and individual attributes of 
change, it becomes possible to index relevant traits of the animal under study, and get a comprehensive 
idea of the initial state of the system, as shown in our case study (Section 6). When the expected 
change is indexed similarly and event attributes are matched up with individual attributes, areas of 
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vulnerability will become apparent more easily. For example, if one wants to know why barn swallows 
are having difficulty adjusting their migration times [46], this framework allows one to take inventory 
of the event- and individual-related attributes (large scale, low perception, see Table 2) and give a 
well-founded analysis of the different and sometimes perhaps counter-acting selective pressures 
affecting the individuals of this species, and, by extension, the larger-level patterns.  
The attributes of change we described may also be used to design more targeted experiments. In this 
case, it is not necessary to identify (concrete measures for) each and every attribute for the event of 
interest. It may be sufficient to identify the one or two attributes that most strongly influence the 
individual’s response, and use these to better understand, predict and then test the individual’s 
consequent behaviour. Within experimental designs, this framework may help scientists to understand 
why the patterns they find in laboratory studies do not always match those observed in nature: for 
example, considering the individual attribute tolerance shows the importance of choosing experimental 
parameters that fall within the levels that individuals are likely to encounter in nature. If experiments 
use stimuli with an extreme magnitude in order to ensure a measurable response, animals may not be 
able to respond effectively, or will respond with a different adaptive mechanism than they would to a 
more realistic stimulus.  
5.3. Predicting and Interpreting Responses 
By separating event-related attributes from individual-related attributes, it becomes possible to 
study what effect a specific past event had on an animal species, as well as to predict how future 
human-induced events may affect different key species in the surrounding nature. The presence of 
endocrine disruptors, such as DDT, pose a serious threat to many animals [110]. These can be 
considered as an event against which individuals of many species have a low tolerance, and which 
affects their perception of environmental events. While the expression of the fitness costs from 
endocrine disruptors may not be direct (that is, they do not always affect food intake or reproduction), 
they do have serious adverse effects on behaviour and health. According to Table 2, low tolerance is 
especially predictive of relocation, where possible, or morphological plasticity. As the occurrence of 
DDT is a widespread and difficult-to-perceive event, relocation as a response is less likely, and one 
would expect to find mainly morphological plasticity in response. Although much work has been done 
to show the ecological danger of endocrine disruptors, it is as yet unknown if animals are capable of 
giving an adaptive response. 
Finally, a possible application that will need further work to develop can be found in areas of 
conservation and responsible planning of human-induced environmental changes. By separating  
event-related attributes from individual-related attributes, it is possible to study what effect a specific 
past event had on an animal species, as well as to predict how future human-induced events may affect 
different key species in the surrounding nature. This opens possibilities for more targeted and  
well-reasoned conservation strategies, since past experience has shown that not all efforts to mediate 
environmental change are helpful [61]. For example, species translocation often fails [70]. Such cases 
can be analysed using the event  and individual attributes for the individuals of the species in question, 
to come to a clearer understanding of the most adaptive responses (see Table 2). 
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6. Case Study 
To illustrate a way in which the framework proposed in this paper may be applied to gain a clearer 
understanding of the nature of specific environmental changes and animals’ subsequent adaptive 
response to those changes, we detail below a short case study involving the model species 
Gasterosteus aculeatus, the three-spined stickleback. 
The three-spined stickleback is a small fish, perhaps best known for its great potential to plastically 
adjust both its behaviour and physiology based on its surroundings [111]. Their fast radiation from 
marine ecosystems to freshwater shows that they also having a potential for fast evolution [112]. 
Sticklebacks live one to two years under natural circumstances, and are used as a model system in the 
fields of animal personality [67,110], animal behaviour [113,114], ecology [115], and speciation [112]. 
For a recent study, we studied the adaptive response sticklebacks are capable of giving in response to 
minor, natural environmental fluctuations. We empirically tested to what extent the early-life 
environment affects individual stickleback’s ability to give an adaptive behavioural response when 
foraging in the face of human-induced disturbance. For this, we used twelve small semi-natural ponds 
with identical starting conditions, which had naturally diversified for a year.  
Using the framework proposed in this paper, we first index the event and individual attributes 
relevant to this system (Table 1). The event we are studying is the natural diversification of twelve 
ponds over the span of a year, which mainly constituted of an increase in algae density and population 
size. Whereas the human-induced disturbance can also be considered a change event in its own right, 
the adaptation we are studying is to the natural diversification. Given the one- to two-year lifespan of 
sticklebacks, this event has a very gradual onset, its duration is permanent, its magnitude is rather 
small, its scale is large given that it affects the entire habitat available to the sticklebacks, and the 
evolutionary novelty of natural diversification is low. The individuals we are studying are three-spined 
sticklebacks. They are easily able to perceive changes in population and algae density [116], they can 
predict based on their past experience how their environment is likely to be in the future, and the event 
falls easily within their tolerance levels. Given the lack of predation and overall neutral status of these 
populations, we do not expect there to be strong selection pressures opposing adaptation to this event. 
It seems that the most relevant attributes of change consist of the gradual onset and large scale.  
From the previous index, we can estimate which type of adaptive response will likely be relevant 
(Table 2). Migration is clearly not an option, both due to experimental setup and the specific attributes 
of change. The use of conditional, environment-dependent strategies, ecosystem engineering, and 
developmental plasticity seem very likely, and maternal effects seem possible. We do not expect to 
find much behavioural or morphological plasticity as an adaptive response to this setup.  
From the previous indices, we can search the literature specifically for papers with key phrases such 
as ―gradual environmental change,‖ ―slow habitat change,‖and ―developmental plasticity.‖ We can 
mostly ignore papers regarding ―rapid onset,‖ ―novelty‖ and ―evolutionary effects of predation‖ as 
these study very different attributes of change. From this, we learn that and we find papers entitled 
―Habitat complexity modulates phenotype expression through developmental plasticity‖ [117] and 
―Phenotypic plasticity for life history traits in a stream population‖ [118]. Such a more targeted search 
is especially useful with a model species as widely used as the stickleback, in a field as diverse as 
adaptation to changes in environment. 
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We relate our results back to the literature, by discussing empirical work done on developmental 
processes under slow, low magnitude environmental change. In this, we find literature regarding 
behavioural differences between populations of sticklebacks [114], and relevant titles like ―The effect 
of behavioural and morphological plasticity on foraging efficiency in the three-spined stickleback‖ [119]. 
Given the other adaptive responses that may be relevant according to the framework, we know to 
discuss the possibility of ecosystem engineering—that is, a bi-directional interaction between the 
naturally diversifying environment and the stickleback’s use of the environment—and the possibility 
that some of the variation in rearing conditions may be due to maternal effects. 
The paper on which this case study is based is currently under review [120].  
7. Conclusions 
This paper offered a definition of change accompanied by a conceptual framework from which to 
consider key event- and individual-related attributes of change, and the most common adaptive 
responses given by the individual animal. We considered these attributes from a qualitative rather than 
a quantitative angle. Although this paper focusses exclusively on animal responses, the same ideas 
may also be applied to studies of change in plants, humans, or ecosystems at large. In such cases, types 
of behavioural, physiological and generational responses may have to be adjusted to the system  
in question.  
Future literature study will be needed to index a portion of recent empirical work on environmental 
change, and to analyse links between attributes of change to determine the most prevalent interactions 
for vulnerable species. Similarly, empirical studies are needed to accurately match attributes to the 
available adaptive responses, and to test resilience thresholds before a response is given. In particular, 
one would like to predict when which type of response can be expected to be predominant and in 
which way the immediate response to environmental change affects the long-term survival and 
adaptive capacity of a system. Such an undertaking will require experts from multiple fields sharing 
their deeper understanding of underlying systems. 
The drastic levels of environmental variation that we are currently observing in nature, which 
cannot be empirically manipulated due to its size and scale, offer an often overlooked yet invaluable 
opportunity for the fields of evolution and ecology and all the subfields therein to study the intricacies 
of animal responses and the complicated relationship between the individual, species or ecosystem and 
its environment on a level that has never before been possible. It is our hope that this conceptual 
framework will contribute to a clearer communication between scientific fields, and a better 
understanding of patterns and processes in the natural world.  
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